Textual descriptions of business process models are used as guidance for business executives. While it makes process models much easier to understand, missing procedural text is an important practical problem. In this paper, we propose a method of repairing missing procedural text based on business process model and text alignment. The proposed method realizes the process of repairing unstructured procedural texts based on structured models. Firstly, the key concepts of alignment and repair are formally defined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our life is inseparable from information, which can be expressed in a variety of ways, such as graph, table, text, etc. Graph and table are intuitive, while text is easy to understand. They are suitable for different scenarios. Therefore, it makes sense to present information in different ways to people with different demands. Santosh K.C. et al. have studied the extraction technology of text from multiple ways and made great progress [1] - [4] .
The process model describes a sequence of multiple business steps that complete the entire business behavior, and covers many areas of real life. Understanding the correct business process information is critical to the correct execution of the process [5] , [6] . Process models have been The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was K. C. Santosh . found to be better suited than natural languages to express the complex execution logic of a process in a concise and comprehensive manner [7] , [8] . Therefore, using business process model to describe various kinds of interrelationships becomes the preferred method for system analysts [9] . However, the complex process structure and diverse model elements make it impossible for business executives to fully understand and interpret the process model. This creates a communication barrier between business executives and modeling analysts [10] - [12] . In order to provide people of different roles with the information they need about the process [13] , [14] , the importance of maintaining text-based process descriptions alongside model-based ones has been recognized [15] , [16] .
Based on the model given by system analysts, the corresponding textual description obtained by business executives may not describe the process information of the model fully, VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ such as missing steps in process model. Sometimes, it will lead to serious consequences if business executives follow it to work. The missing procedural texts are the natural language texts that the descriptions of some steps in process are missed. It is meaningful to repair the missing procedural texts like this.
In this paper, we take Chinese procedural text as the example of procedural text, and design the repairing method for missing procedural text. For better understanding, we establish the overall framework of repair missing procedural text. Three core tasks of repair missing procedural text are identified in this framework: alignment creation, activity template selection and procedural text repairing. We carry out an experimental study using Chinese recipes, and the tasks in the proposed text repair framework are comprehensively evaluated. The experimental results show that this method can diagnose the missing activities of procedural texts and achieve the goal of repairing. Moreover, the method is widely applicable to procedural texts in many fields, such as medical records and game walkthroughs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work of the proposed method. Section III gives the procedural text repair framework. Section IV introduces alignment creation. Section V describes the way to select the template for activities. Section VI introduces procedural text repair. Section VII evaluates the proposed method and the conclusions and future work are shown in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK A. TEXT DIAGNOSIS
Text repair aims to diagnose and correct errors in text. Errors of different types require different methods to repair. Existing diagnosis approach of Chinese text mainly focuses on the lexical, grammar and semantics errors, which can be categorized into either rule-based methods, statistics-based methods or machine-learning-based methods.
1) RULE-BASED METHODS [17]
The text is analyzed to define rules such as sentences or words collocation, and then the pending sentence is checked for markup errors based on the defined rules. The repairing is to complete the correction of sentences or words collocation based on the rules.
2) STATISTICS-BASED METHODS [18] After training statistical model on corpus, the errors of the text are detected based on the trained model. There are also hybrid methods based on rules and statistics. First, the statistical model is trained based on large-scale corpus, rules are then defined, text repair are implemented by combining rules and models. The repairing of this kind of errors relies on a large corpus, which can correct the sentences that cannot be matched correctly.
3) MACHINE-LEARNING-BASED METHODS
After extracting the feature of the text, the text errors are diagnosed by training model based on feature using machine learning or deep learning algorithms [19] .The repairing is according to the type of errors to complete the directional correction.
Textual errors are not only lexical, grammatical and semantic errors, but there are also errors caused by lack of description, it is a meaningful work to diagnose and repair missing errors. Based solely on text without contrast, missing errors cannot be diagnosed. The procedural text that have model representation and describe the development processes of things provides a new way of thinking [20] .The model representation of procedural text can be used as a standard, and we can use alignment technique to align text with the model to diagnose the missing of text. Finally, repairing the missing text is based on the model [21] - [23] .
B. TEXT ALIGNMENT
Techniques for aligning text and model can complete the missing diagnosis and have received much attention. A number of representative work has been done. For example, [24] proposed to extract relevant activity and behavior information from textual and model descriptions and store them in a uniform data format to achieve alignment; [25] proposed to extract the language features of two description types and use integer linear programming (ILP) technique to complete the alignment between the two representations; [26] proposed to convert textual and process model activities into quantifiable word bags, and used the proposed algorithm to calculate similarity to achieve alignment and determine inconsistency. Following [26] , [27] proposed a more comprehensive alignment method, including process model activities, events and gateways. Alignment between the two representations is established by identifying the correspondence between parts of the textual description and elements in the process model. However, the technique of aligning textual and model is still based on English corpus and has not been applied to Chinese corpus.
III. PROCEDURAL TEXT REPAIR FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the procedural text repair framework used in this paper. To improve the understandability of this framework, we first formalize some basic concepts involved in the work of repairing missing procedural text, and then provide a general framework.
A. FORMALIZATION
In order to explain the method of extracting the process model, we define BPMN process model, as shown in Definition 1.
Definition 1 (BPMN Process Model) 1: A BPMN process model is defined as BPMN =< E, A, G, F >, where: (1) E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e x } is a non-empty finite set of events.
Events are represented by circles to represent what happens during a business process. There are three types of events: start, middle and end; (2) A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } is a non-empty finite set of activities. Activities are represented by rounded rectangles and are simple descriptions of the work to be done; (3) G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g y } is a finite set of gateways. Gateways are represented by the corresponding diamond, which is used to control the branches and merging of sequence flows. And its internal tag gives the types of control flows, including mutual exclusion and parallel; (4) 
To illustrate the method of model text alignment, we define the format of the data that are involved during the alignment, as shown in Definition 2.
Definition 2 (Alignment Creation) 1: Procedural text consists of a number of sentences arranged in order, expressed as Text = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d m }, where d i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) is a sentence. We create the alignment relationship between sentences and activities by calculating the similarity, expressed as a Map set: Dict_1 = {d 1 => value 1 , d 2 => value 2 , . . . , d m => value m },where d i => value i represents the sentence d i in the text, and the activities set value i in the process model corresponding to this sentence, and value i ⊆ A. Let V be the union of set value i , then the activities that is missing in the text can be expressed as Lack = V ∩ A.
In order to introduce the method of selecting the activity template, we define the Activity-template pair as shown in Definition 3.
Definition 3 (Activity-Template Pair) 1: Activity-template pair gives each process model activity a natural language description, expressed as a Map set: Dict_2 = {activity 1 => description 1 , activity 2 => description 2 , . . . , activity n => description n }, where activity i => description i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the activity activity i in the process model and the corresponding natural language description description i .
B. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Procedural text is a type of natural language text that describes a series of development processes. Much of life's information is recorded as procedural text, e.g., the homemade recipes uploaded by gastronomes on the food social networking site, and the patient diagnosis and treatment process recorded by doctors in the hospital information system, etc. Procedural text consists of a series of simple activity descriptions, and the corresponding model describes the activities required for this process. Missing procedural text is the procedural text that lacks relevant activities. Fig. 1 shows several pieces of procedural text and missing procedural text fragment in multiple domains.
Each activity in procedural text is usually described by the verb in the sentence and the corresponding subject or object. For example, ''Wash chicken wings'' and ''Complete inspections'' in Fig. 1 are represent different activities, respectively. The missing text can be repaired based on the process model. We use the alignment between the model and the text to diagnose the missing activities of text, and then repair the missing text. The overall framework proposed to solve the problem of repairing missing procedural text is shown in Fig. 2 .
As shown in the framework, the activity description file is a natural language description of the model activities that are generated from multiple textual descriptions of this model. We repair a given piece of the procedural texts describing this model based on Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) model and activity description file. First, we extract the activities, gateways and other model information from the process model [28] , and then obtain the alignment information by aligning the given text with the activity information of the model. To ensure the natural language description of the missing activity is supplemented when the text is repaired, the natural language description template for the model activities needs to be obtained according to the activity description file. Finally, the description template for the missing activities is added to the corresponding position to complete the repair. The description template is a standard description that selected from all descriptions of an activity. The framework is mainly composed of the following three sub-tasks:
Task 1: Alignment creation. Firstly, we extract information from the BPMN process model and the given procedural text. Moreover, we align the text sentences with BPMN process model activities to obtain the alignment information. Task 2: Selecting the template for activities. Based on the extracted process model information and the activity description file, we need to select one from the corresponding natural language descriptions for each model activity as its text description standard, i.e. template, and generate an activity-template pair.
Task 3: Procedural text repair. Based on activity-template pair and the alignment information, the corresponding description template for the missing activity in the text is added to the appropriate position of the procedural text to obtain the repaired text.
Then, the specific solutions of these three sub-tasks will be introduced with examples in Section IV-VI. Fig. 3 shows the BPMN process model of a cooking process.
IV. ALIGNMENT CREATION
The first step in our work is alignment creation. We take a BPMN process model and a procedural text as inputs, and aim to align the sentence d i of the text with the activity a i in model activity set A. Therefore, we first extract the information about the process model, and then align process model activities and text sentences.
A. PROCESS MODEL INFORMATION EXTRACTION
As mentioned earlier, a BPMN process model is a 4-tuple BPMN =< E, A, G, P >, the goal is to extract information about the activities, gateways and sequence flows of the BPMN process model.
The activity of process model typically has three semantic components: the actor who performs the step, the action that characterizes the step, and the business object on which the action is performed. In view of the characteristics of the model of procedural text, this paper only extracts action and business object as the label of an activity. In addition, we extract the gateway information from the process model. The gateway represents the routing aspects of the process. There are mainly two types of gateways -parallel and exclusion gateway, which are denoted as ''and'' and ''xor'', respectively. And the sequential flow information of the process model is obtained from the edge information of the model.
In order to obtain model elements such as activity nodes, gateway nodes and edges in the model, each type of node and its description of the BPMN process model need to be analyzed to extract the relevant information. The process is shown in Algorithm 1. if j.TagName == 'exclusiveGateway' then 7: Mark the exclusion gateway 8: end if 9: if j.TagName == 'task' then 10: Extract activity node a to activity set A 11: if a is marked then 12: Extract a to optional activities set Choose 13: end if 14: end if 15: if j.TagName == 'sequenceFlow' then 16 : 19 : end for 20: Return A,Choose,Edges Algorithm 1 analyzes the input BPMN process model. The activities information, gateways information and sequence flows information contained in the model are extracted to provide data support for the following task.
Algorithm 1 Extraction From Process Models
Edge = [sourceRef , targetRef ] 17: Edges = Edges ∪ Edge 18: end if
B. ALIGNMENT CREATION
Alignment requires sentence-level procedural text. Unlike the process model, text has no explicit structure to represent activities, events, or gateways. So, we simply organize the procedural text into sentences. To achieve the alignment between the model and textual, we extract relevant information from the process model and align each sentence d i of the text with activities in the activity set A. Each activity a i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in activity set A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } is processed with word segmentation to obtain the feature set feature i = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f p }. Let F be the union of the feature set feature i (i = 1, 2, . . . , p). Each feature f of activity a i is given a certain weight, denoted as w f :
where count(f ) is the number of occurrences of feature f in set F. For example, the feature ''chicken wings'' appears seven times in set F, the value of count(f ) is seven. The weight w f of unobvious feature will be a smaller value. Instead of treating features as binary values, we associate weights to each features individually. In this way, the different importance of each feature can be considered when calculating the similarity. The sentence d i is processed by word segmentation and filtered to obtain the feature set feature_d = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f q }, then the similarity sim a i of sentence d i and activity a i can be expressed as:
where count(feature_d) is the feature number of sentence d i , count(feature) is the feature number of activity a i . The similarity sim a i computes the weight sum of consistent features between sentence d i and activity a i . For example, the matching features of the sentence ''Fry the both side of chicken wings until golden'' and the activity ''Fry chicken wings'' are ''Fry'' and ''chicken wings''. So, the numerator of the similarity sim a i is the weight sum of the features ''Fry'' and ''chicken wings''. count(feature) reflects with the effect of feature number of activity on the alignment of sentence with activity when the similarity of activity is the same; count(feature_d) considers the effect of sentence length on alignment. The process of alignment is shown in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 calculates the similarity to all activities for each sentence of a given text using formula (2) . If the similarity of an activity is within the pre-specified range, then this activity is viewed as aligned with this sentence. Combined with the extracted model activity set A, the missing activity set Lack in the given text is finally obtained.
When establishing alignment between process model activities and sentences, we impose cardinality constraints on alignment with process model activities to sentences. For the process model activity set A, we allow multiple activities to be aligned with the same sentence. This constraint correctly aligns sentences that describes multiple activities. For example, the sentence ''Wash the chicken wings and then cut an opening'' should be aligned with the activities ''Wash chicken wings'' and ''Cut chicken wings''. Taking Fig. 3 as an example, the alignment result obtained by Algorithm 2 is shown in Fig. 4 .
V. SELECTING THE TEMPLATE FOR ACTIVITIES
The second step in our work is to select the template for activities. According to the activity set A extracted from the BPMN model, we extract multiple descriptions of each activity from the activity description file, then establish a set of selection criteria and select the description template of the activity from multiple descriptions. The format of the activity description file is shown in Fig. 5 , where ID is the recipe number in the original data.
A. DESCRIPTION INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Based on the activity information of the process model, the relevant description information is extracted from the activity description file L in the framework. Different from Process sentence with word segmentation, filter the part of speech and stop words 8: Synonym processing to obtain feature sets d_features 9: for activity in A do 10: Process activity with word segmentation, filter stop words 11: Synonym processing to obtain feature sets feature 12: features = features ∪ feature 13: end for 14: for f in features do 15: Calculate the similarity between the sentence and the activity sim 16: sims = sims ∪ sim 17: end for 18: for sim in sims do 19: if sim meets the threshold then 20: add this activity to the set Activity and set Text_activity 21: end if 22: end for 23 :
Dict_1[d]
= Activity //Alignment information of text sentences and model activities 24: end for 25 : Lack = A − (A ∩ Text_activity) //Text missing activity 26: Return Lack the BPMN model, L has simple structure without any complex relationship information. According to activity set A, all values that correspond to each activity in the ''Natural description'' of file L are extracted to provide data support for the following task. The process is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 extracts multiple descriptions of each activity of the process model, and selects the most representative one for each activity by calculating the similarity between the multiple descriptions. The calculation process of similarity in VOLUME 8, 2020 Algorithm 3 will be described in detail in Section V(B). Taking Fig. 3 as an example, the results obtained by Algorithm 3 are shown in Table 1 . for s in descriptions do 7: Process description s with word segmentation, filtering and synonym to obtain feature sets sentence 8: sentences = sentences ∪ sentence 9: end for 10: for t in sentences do 11: feature vectorization for t 12: end for 13: Calculate the similarity sims between vectors 14: for i in range(len(sims)) do 15: if sims[i] == max(sims) then 16 is the number of matching features that describes both s i and s. max(count(s i ), count(s)) is used as a metric stems from the nature of the data. Large differences in the length of descriptions lead to unbalanced length of eigenvectors. Such measurement can deal with such unbalanced problems, avoid large differences in the similarity set, and provide more intuitive results. The description with the largest similarity value is selected as the template of the activity because the large similarity value indicates that the description has a high matching degree with other descriptions, and contains the information of other descriptions to the greatest extent.
Theoretically, it is the most comprehensive and concise description with high credibility.
VI. PROCEDURAL TEXT REPAIR
The third step in our work is to repair the procedural text. We take the model, the text alignment information and the activity-template pair Dict_2 as inputs, and then supplement the natural the missing activities in the procedural with corresponding language descriptions by determining the supplementary location and supplementing the text missing. Finally, the missing text is repaired.
A. DETERMINE SUPPLEMENTARY LOCATION
After obtaining the missing activity information in the procedural text, assume the set of missing activities is Lack = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l s }. If len(Lack)/len(A) ≥ 2/3, that is, the percentage of missing activities reaches two thirds, then the given text is considered to be inconsistent with the model and does not need to be repaired. Otherwise, for each missing activity l i (i = 1, 2, . . . , s), we need to find its corresponding location in the text. The process is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 traverses the edge information of the process model for each missing activity and obtains the previous activity of the missing activity. There are three cases: (1) if the previous activity of the missing activity is still missed, the traversal needs to continue; (2) if the previous activity of the missing activity is a parallel activity in the process model, we need to judge the position of the parallel activity in the text and regard the later activity as the previous activity of this missing activity; (3) if the previous activity of the missing activity does not exist, the previous activity of the missing activity is empty. Similarly, we can obtain the next activity of the missing activity, and then obtain the corresponding sentences of the previous and next activities of the missing activities in the text according to the alignment results. Finally, the supplementary position can be obtained.
B. SUPPLEMENT TEXT MISSING
After determining the supplementary location by Algorithm 4, we obtain the description template of the missing activity from the activity-template pair Dict_2 and add the description template to the supplementary location. Based on comprehensive observation of some procedural texts, we found that there will be continuous missing activities. At this point, the missing activities need to be sorted based on the sequence flow information of the process model and then supplemented. In addition, the existence of explanatory description in the process text (there is no activity in the process model aligned with it) will lead to repeated supplementation of missing activity. Therefore, this paper chooses the next sentence as a reference. When the next sentence does not exist, the previous sentence is used to avoid repeated supplementation. The activity that marked with exclusion gateway is an optional activity, if it is missing, we need to add an explanation when Algorithm 4 Determine Supplementary Location 1: Input: The missing activity set Lack and sequential flow set Edges of procedural text Text 2: Output: Dictionary Lack_dict of sentences before and after the missing activity position 3: Lack d ict = {}, front = φ, next = φ 4: for lack in Lack do 5: f n = [] //sentences before and after the missing activity position 6: Traverse the sequential flow set Edges to obtain the previous active front of lack 7: while front in Lack do 8: Continue traversing Edges to obtain the previous activity of front 9: end while 10: front_task = front 11: Similarly: obtain the next activity next of lack 12: for v in Dict_1 //Match the sentence corresponding to the activity in alignment result do 13: if front t ask //Obtain the sentence d1 corresponding to the previous activity of the missing activity then 14: if len(front t ask) > 1 //Parallel activities then 15: Judge and obtain the activity final described later in the text 16: else 17: final = front_task 18: end if 19: if final in v then 20: Obtain the corresponding sentence d1 21: end if 22: end if 23: Similarly: obtain corresponding sentence d2 of the next activity of missing activity 24: f _n = d1 ∪ d2 25: end for 26: Lack_dict[lack] = f _n 27: end for 28: Return Lack_dict supplementing, such as the sentence ''If necessary: ''. The process is described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 traverses the sentences of procedural text, there are three situations in each sentence: (1) if this sentence is the next sentence of the missing activity, we obtain the missing activities that need to be added before this sentence and add the natural language descriptions of the missing activities in order; (2) if this sentence is the previous sentence of the missing activity, we obtain the missing activities that need to be added after this sentence, and add the natural language descriptions of the missing activities in order; (3) if there is no missing activity before or after this sentence, the traversal needs to continue. Taking Fig. 3 as an example, the result of repairing missing procedural text by Algorithm 4 is shown in Fig. 6 , where, the sentences in Algorithm 5 Repair Text 1: Input: Procedural text Text, Activity order A k ey, Dictionary Lack_dict of sentences that before and after the missing activity position and Activity-template pair Dict_2 2: Output: Repaired text New_Text 3: insert_activity = [], New_Text = [] 4: for d in Text //Traverse the sentences of the text Text do 5: for v in Lack_dict //Add the description of missing activity before the current sentence do 6: Judge the missing activities insert_activity that need to be added before this sentence 7: end for 8: sort = sorted(insert_activity) //Sort missing activities based on sequence flow information 9: for a in sort do 10: obtain the sentence s to be added according to activity-template pair Dict_2
11:
New_Text = New_Text ∪ s 12: end for 13: New_Text = New_Text ∪ d //add the current sentence 14: Similarly, add the description of the missing activity after the current sentence 15: end for 16: Return New_Text red color are natural language supplements for the missing activities.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON CHINESE RECIPES A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this paper, we carry out an experimental study using Chinese recipes, and the effectiveness of the proposed method are evaluated. The experimental data consists of the recipe documents crawled from three Chinese food social network sites, i.e., https://www.meishij.net/, https://www.douguo.com/ and https://www.haodou.com/. To provide a basis for comparison, three researchers are asked to manually identify inconsistencies in three groups of model-text pair and set a criteria σ * for sentence-activity alignment. For comparison experiments, we take model and procedural text as the input of the method to obtain the text that has been repaired, and then compare the text that obtained by the method in this paper with the text that manually repaired. Table 2 shows the basic information of the data set used for the experiment in this paper.
The descriptions of symbol in Table 2 are shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 2 , the parameters N , A and G reflect the complexity of the model, and the parameters T , L and S reflect the complexity of the text. They reflect the difficulty of repairing: the larger the parameter, the more complex the model and the more difficult the text to be diagnosed, and thus the harder the text is to be repaired. A/S indicates that one sentence is used for each activity on average. But some sentences in text often express more than one activity, the reason for this ratio is the existence of sentences that describe the feelings and the activity details makes one activity corresponds to more than one sentence.
B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experiments is mainly carried out from three aspects: the consistency of the model and the text, the repair result of missing text and the evaluation of the repaired text.
(1) Model and text consistency. To measure the consistency of model and text, it is necessary to consider whether the activities of the process model are correctly aligned with the sentences of the text. The alignment accuracy of sentences in text and activities in model determines the accuracy of the judgment of the missing activities of the text and the accuracy of the judgment of the supplementary position of the missing activities. To quantify the quality of the generated alignment, let σ be the alignment that sentence d generated on the model activity set A, and let σ * be the standard alignment. The accuracy of the alignment is defined as follows:
(4) Table 4 shows the accuracy of alignments between sentences in the text and activities in the process model obtained by manual and automatic repair of missing activities. As can be seen from Table 4 , when the number of activity nodes in the process model is large, the model structure is complex, or the number of text to be repaired is large, manually text repair reduces the accuracy of alignment, while using the repair method in this paper, the accuracy of alignment will not change significantly, which can ensure the stability of the results.
(2) Repair result of missing text. In addition to the correct alignment of the text with the model, whether the repaired text is smooth also affects the quality of the repair result. In order to carry out the experiment smoothly, we looked for three students to read the repaired text and judge whether the supplement of the missing activity was correct or not. Let True be the set of missing activities that were supplemented correctly. The accuracy of the repair is defined as follows:
where count(Correct) is the number of missing activities that were supplemented correctly. Table 5 shows the evaluation of the repair result of manual and automatic repair, and the repair accuracy is considered from two aspects: whether the supplement of missing activities is completed and whether the supplementary position is correct. As can be seen from Table 5 , when the number of process model nodes is large, the model structure is complex or the number of text to be repaired is large, the gap between the accuracy of automatic repair and manual repair is shortened, but the speed of automatic repair is faster than manual repair, which can save a lot of manpower.
(3) Evaluation of the repaired text. In order to illustrate the feasibility of this repair method, the degree of activity coverage of the repaired text is considered. Let B be the set of activities contained in the repaired text. The coverage of the activities is defined as follows: Table 6 shows the activity coverage of the repaired text after manual repair and repair with the method in this paper. As can be seen from Table 6 , the manually repaired text still has some activities missing, and the text repaired by this method can guarantee that all identified missing activities are repaired. When the number of process model nodes is large or the length of text to be repaired is large, the activity coverage of automatic repair will be much higher than that of manual repair.
The reason that affects the accuracy of alignment is the threshold of alignment. If the threshold is too small, the activities aligned with the sentence will be similar but unrelated; if the threshold is too high, different expressions make the similarity smaller and will result in misalignment. The reasons that affect the accuracy of repair, on the one hand, is the errors directly caused by alignment, and on the other hand, is the existence of sentences that explanatory and describe feelings makes the text dose not read smoothly after adding sentences. The factors that affect the activity coverage of the repaired text are that a few of missing activities may not be identified by the alignment process.
C. CASE STUDY
As mentioned above, this paper proposes a method that repair missing procedural text based on business process model. In order to further demonstrate the practicability of the proposed method, this section will take coke chicken wing recipe as an example to illustrate how to use the method proposed in this paper for repairing missing text.
The example data used are the process model of coke chicken wings is shown in Fig. 3 and the statistical activity description file from many recipes is shown in Fig. 5 . According to Algorithm 1, the process model information is extracted and related description information for each activity is extracted from activity description file. The results are shown in Fig. 7 .
We calculate the similarity of all descriptions for each activity, and select the one with the highest similarity as the template of this activity. The activity-template pair is shown in Table 1 . When this activity is supplemented during the repair, the activity description template is supplemented to the text. For example, after adding the activity ''Cut chicken wings'', the activity template ''Cut the inside side of the chicken wing for more flavor'' is further added to the text. According to the algorithm that described in Section III, we align the model and the coke chicken wing recipe that needs to be repaired to obtain the alignment information and missing activities of the recipe. The results are shown in Fig. 8 .
The supplementary location of each missing activity is determined by the sequence of model activities. According to Algorithm 4, it is finally represented by the previous and subsequent sentences of missing activity in the text, the representation is shown in Table 7 .
We traverse the recipe text, and if there are missing activities before or after this sentence, we need to add these missing activities in order. For example, before the sentence ''Blanch the chicken wings in water and Fish out for standby application'', the two activities ''Wash chicken wings'' and ''Cut chicken wings'' should be added. Then the corresponding description template should be added to the text after the two activities are sorted according to the sequence of model activities. Finally, the repaired text is shown in Fig. 9 . 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a method that repairs missing procedural text based on the alignment of business process model and procedural text. Repairing missing procedural text based on process model is a new research direction. In this paper, the task of repairing text is divided into three core subtasks: alignment creation, selecting the template for activities and repairing procedural text. In this paper, an experimental study is carried out on Chinese recipe corpus. Each task in the framework is analyzed experimentally, and a case study of the proposed method is given. The experimental results verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed framework of repairing procedural text.
Although the effectiveness of this method is verified by experiments, further research is needed in the following aspects: (1) The proposed method mainly focuses on activities, gateways, edges elements. The repairing of other elements of the BPMN model still needs to be further studied.
(2) At present, the repair of procedural text is only for missing objects. On this basis, diagnosing and repairing the errors that sequence and context semantic in text to complete a more comprehensive repair is one of the future research directions.
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